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LET’S GET GARDENING!
The School Garden Advisory Board, led by Whole Vision Corps, under the guidance of
Cleveland Metropolitan School District, and supported by the Healthy Cleveland
Initiative’s Healthy Eating Committee, is working to create a more nourished
Cleveland by building functioning and successful gardens. This toolkit provides the
resources, tools, information, and academic connections necessary to start a garden at
your school.
Growing food can enhance scholastic performance, student confidence, team
building, and so much more! Let this toolkit be your guide in growing the future of
your academic institution.
The aim of this toolkit is to assist your school in starting or expanding garden
programming which is:
-

Interdisciplinary
Aligned with academic standards
Student-driven
Community-supported
Sustainable
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How To Use This Toolkit
This toolkit is comprised of eight essential chapters. The chapters are the
development of establishing a school garden. In the first six chapters, the toolkit
discusses how to start a garden and once it is established, how to harvest, and monitor
the garden. The last two chapters highlight the garden as a learning tool. This includes
creative ways to leverage resources to ensure the sustainability of the garden. There
are many templates and reference guides found on individual pages. You can make
copies or adapt the templates as you see fit. For further reading, refer
to the additional resources provided in the Appendix.
Tire gardening

Pallet gardening

Chapter 1
Why Plant a Garden?
If you are looking to start a garden at your school, in the community, or at a
daycare you may want to begin by identifying the benefits of gardening as it relates to
the goals and the needs of your institution and students. A garden can truly be a great
addition to the learning environment.
Gardening provides a wide-range of benefits for children. It exposes children to
fresh foods, light to moderate physical activity, and the opportunity for social
interactions. Engaging children in the gardening process can promote learning,
support the development of new skills, strengthen social skills, and build healthy
eating habits. As children plant and tend to a garden, they will feel a sense of pride as
the garden produces fruits and vegetables planted by their own hands.
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Chapter 2
Establishing a Garden Committee
Establishing a committee is very important for ensuring the success of a
garden. The first step is to create a team who can work together to plan, create,
maintain, and sustain the garden. The committee should consist of key individuals
who will actively participate in meetings, provide their knowledge of gardening, and
share responsibilities. Each garden committee will look and function a little differently
depending on what the needs for the garden are.
A group with six or seven members is common and allows for easy discussions
and successful decision making. The number of members should be based on the size
of the garden. If the committee is too large, decision making can be challenging, but if
the committee is too small, the work can become overwhelming.

The types of individuals who could or should be included in a
garden committee are:
➢ Administrators are instrumental for giving approval for implementing the
garden, can schedule time for teacher workshops, help with fundraising, gain
community and parental support, involve volunteers in the planning process,
and fulfill other leadership responsibilities.
➢ Teachers should be involved in several activities to include incorporating the
school garden into their lessons, coordinating activities, planting crops, seeking
resources, recruiting volunteers, and spreading information about garden
activities to the community and school.
➢ Students should be involved in all stages of the process. Students can benefit
from the garden in many ways through gaining ownership of the garden, skill
development, social connections, a sense of accomplishment, and an
understanding of where their food comes from. This why it is necessary to
include them from the beginning stages of the garden planning.
➢ School nurse and health educators involved with the garden will help connect
the school garden to the health and well-being of the students. They can assist
with finding health related connections such as food safety, nutrition, physical
activity, and hygiene in the garden. The nurse can be available in case of
potential bug bites or scratches that can happen while working in the garden.
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➢ Food service staff will help to make the best use of produce by preparing taste
tests in the classroom or incorporating produce in the cafeteria. In addition, staff
members can provide leftovers from the cafeteria for composting and provide
guidance on food safety concerns.
➢ School librarians and media specialists can aid in finding resources related to
school gardening for students, teachers, and parents.
➢ Maintenance/custodial staff should assist with the maintenance of the garden
and be kept updated with progress to avoid any damage i.e. mowing, weeding,
etc.
➢ Parents in the school garden committee because they can provide resources,
supplies, funds and volunteer their time to assist in the coordination and
maintenance of the garden. Some parents may have gardening experience and
can assist in planting, harvesting and general upkeep.

Other community members and specialists to consider while
creating your committee could include:
➢ Local farmers can provide their knowledge and experience to help with the
garden or additional garden resources such as seeds and compost.
➢ Community members and leaders can help identify and collect resources that
are necessary for the school garden to last many years. They can also act as a
liaison for local community events and government, help with garden
maintenance during the summer and school year, and provide gardening
knowledge and supplies.
➢ Governmental & Nonprofit Organizations
o Community Development Corporations (CDCs)
o Faith-Based
o Local government offices
➢ Master Gardeners If you are n
 ew to gardening, a master gardener in your area
can provide helpful advice and resources for your garden.
➢ Parents may also be willing to volunteer and assist teachers in lessons in the
garden, especially as teachers may feel they need added support with class
dynamics and material preparation in the new space.

After forming the Committee
Once a committee has been established, a garden coordinator should be
selected. This individual should be dedicated, organized, and considered a leader by
the committee members. Selecting an individual with garden and leadership
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experience is encouraged. The garden coordinator will be responsible for
communicating among members, scheduling garden events, planning volunteer
shifts, and organizing committee meetings. To allow everyone the opportunity to
participate in the gardening process, the garden coordinator should delegate
responsibilities among committee members. It is important to think about how
different members can participate and contribute within the garden committee. The
responsibilities should be divided based on the skill sets, strengths, and garden
experience of the committee members so that the tasks are not placed on one
person. Members will be more willing to take on roles that build on their individual
strengths and work with their schedules.
The garden committee should discuss what types of fruits and vegetables to
plant, the location of the garden, the type of garden that will be planted, how to gain
useful and affordable resources and establish times to work in the garden.

Chapter 3
Planning Your Garden
The garden committee will be most successful in starting a garden with a plan
in place. During this combined group effort, think about as many aspects of the
garden as possible to guide your decisions. Outlined in this chapter are four key steps
for the garden committee to follow when planning a garden: Setting Goals,
designing the garden, budget, and choosing your crops.

➢ SETTING GOALS:
Setting Goals will allow everyone from the committee to share their input and ideas
for the garden. At the initial garden committee meeting, start with an open group
discussion of the following questions:
1. Why does everyone want a garden?
○ Some of the benefits include: helping establish better eating habits, learning
how to grow food, improved cognitive skills, beautification of school and
building community relationships. Realize that many people may have
different reasons for wanting to participate in this garden, which will add
diversity and flexibility to the committee.
○ There are different types of garden options and what can be planted. Think
about the location and scale of the garden, how many people will be involved,
what types of plants the committee wants to grow and how much the garden
will produce.
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2. What is our capacity? How much time, energy and money do you want to invest
in this garden?
○ Setting realistic expectations about your resources will help guide decision
making about the garden. It is always a good idea to start small; keep in mind
there is always room to grow!
3. How will the garden benefit the learning environment?
Here are some additional things to consider when setting goals:
➢ How can you expand beyond just a garden?
➢ What experiences and activities do you hope to incorporate into the classroom?
➢ What role will the community play in the garden?
➢ Who are you growing the produce for? Ideas include:
o Sending produce home with students
o Donating a percentage
o Using the produce in preparation of snacks/meals for youth (make sure
to abide by rules set forth on proper preparation)
➢ What other community partners will the garden support?
➢ How will the garden impact the children’s attitudes and decisions toward
healthy food choices?
➢ How can you raise awareness about getting food from the farm to the table?

Types of Gardens
❏ Container gardens
❏ Butterfly gardens
❏ Pallet gardens
❏ Shade gardens
DESIGNING THE GARDEN
The design phase is a creative part of the garden planning process which allows
for a unique garden to be created based on the individual contributions of the garden
committee. Their contributions will help them remain active and engaged once the
garden is established. When searching for ideas, some places to look are other
preschools/schools, botanical gardens, magazines, garden shows and online resources.
Include the ideas of children in the design phase; their imagination will drive their
interest in participation. To keep the garden design on track, reference the shared
vision and goals previously set. It is important to conduct an initial assessment before
beginning the design process. The assessment should include an inspection and
evaluation of the growing and environmental conditions of potential areas. Visit
OSU.edu for information on soil testing.
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This is a wonderful opportunity to make cross-curricular connections to
mathematics concepts! For example, measurement of space, spacing crops/beds,
geometry, ratios, proportions, subtraction, addition, and so much more!

CHOOSING YOUR CROPS
There are many things to consider when choosing your crops:
➢ What will you grow and how much?
➢ Optimal conditions for optimal growth (temp., humidity, time, Seasonality,
etc.)
➢ When do crops need to be planted?
➢ Are cost-efficient/weatherproof hoop houses a viable opportunity?
➢ Do the children have favorite fruits and vegetables?
➢ What is easy to grow?
Some plants are easier to grow while others are less expensive.

BUDGET
As a part of the planning process, the garden committee should create a preliminary
budget. This is an important step for the committee to take when deciding what is
possible with the available garden funds. Below is a sample if a budget list. This may
not be a complete list of everything needed to plan a budget; use this table as a guide.
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Example Garden Budget
Garden Supplies

Quantity

Price

Total

Seeds
Seeding trays
Bags of gardening soil
Organic fertilizer
Lime
Weed barriers
Children’s gardening gloves
Adult gardening gloves
Adult gardening tools (rakes, shovels, hoe)
Children’s tools
Water barrel/rain barrel
Water hoses
Sprinklers
Wheelbarrow
Wagon
Tomato cages
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Community Resources
As a school garden program, a lot of community resources are available to you for free
or a discounted rate. Looking into these resources can be exceptionally helpful in
starting and continuing your school garden. The list below will help you find the right
community resource to help flourish your school garden.

CWRU think(box)
Cleveland Metroparks NatureTracks Vehicle
Cleveland Metropolitan School District Mobile FabLab
Cleveland Public Library TechCentral Mobile MakerSpace
NASA Glenn Research Center
TECH CORPS
United States Naval Academy
University Hospitals: The Many Faces of Nursing

Chapter 4
Implementing Your Garden Plan
Before planting your own garden, consider these important factors.
1. Where should you plant your garden?
➢ Although morning sun is best, gardens should be planted so that they can get
full sun during some part of the day. The amount of sun needed for the garden
is determined by the crops you want to plant. (leafy greens need at least 4
hrs/day, root veggies need 6hrs/day, night shades like tomatoes and eggplant
need at least 8hr/day.
➢ A source for water should be close by. Watering can be done with either a hose
or a watering can. Soil should always be moist, but not soggy. Watering may be
one of the most labor-intensive tasks in the heat of the summer. While rain
barrels are a great source of water, the pressure isn't very high. Consider
sprinkler and irrigation options if the garden plot is large.
➢ When watering always be sure to test for lead.
2. How much space do you have for your garden? Gardens do not have to be very
large.
For children 7 years of age and younger and students with disabilities, I suggest
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beds no bigger than 2.5 feet wide. This ensures they can reach the middle of the
bed. For older students, no wider than 4 feet.
➢ You might look at planting vegetables in existing flowerbeds. Before planting
edible foods in a flowerbed be certain there are no harmful chemicals in the
soil. Soil around older schools may contain lead from peeling paint.
➢ If you have yard space, are capable and don’t mind digging your garden you
might consider a traditional in-ground garden sized just right for you to
maintain.
➢ If you have yard space but are not sure of the condition of the soil or suspect
that it might contain undesirable chemicals, or you have difficulty standing for
long periods of time, then you might consider a raised-bed garden where you
would bring in the soil that you need. Cinder blocks capped with pavers make
an excellent bench for sitting while working in the garden.
3. Am I physically able to tend an in-ground garden? If the answer to that question
is no, you might want to consider a raised-bed garden. The advantages of raised
bed gardens include:
➢ The beds are built over existing grass with a layer of paper or cardboard
between the grass and the soil you will use in your garden so you don’t have to
dig up rocky soil or lead contaminated soil.
➢ Soil brought in for raised beds are less likely to have contaminants which could
be filtered into the plants growing in the garden.
➢ A two-tiered raised bed garden will allow the gardener with limited mobility to
sit as needed while planting, pruning, weeding, and harvesting. Another
advantage of a raised-bed garden is there is less chance to overwater as excess
water will escape through the cinder block joints.
➢ Raised beds warm up quicker than the ground which allows you to work the
soil for an early spring crop.
➢ To make beds wheelchair accessible, we recommend raised beds at least 24”
high.
➢ Consider partnerships with a local high school with a building trades,
agriculture, and/or engineering curricula (for example, CMSD’s Max Hayes, John
Hay, Washington Park, or John Marshall)
4. How do I get the soil ready for my garden? Whether you are planting in
containers, in the ground, or in raised beds you will need to prepare the soil for
your garden.
Things you will need:
➢ If you are planting in containers a good start will be to gather suitable
containers and buy organic soil from a retail home and garden store or
soil company. Most retail outlets routinely sell soil in bags that are ideal
for container gardens.
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➢ If you are planting in the ground, you will need the following things on
hand to get your garden ready:
Digging fork
Shovel

Rake

Mulch
Compost
Aged manure/organic fertilizer

➢ If you are planting in raised beds you will need to purchase materials
including soils for planting. You will need to calculate how much soil,
and how many cinder blocks and cap stones you will need based on the
number and size of the beds to you will be planting.
➢ It is more economical to buy garden soil by the yard (from a company
that sells unpackaged dirt by the yard or half yard) for raised bed
gardens. You choose the size and how many beds you will plant. A raised
bed garden diagram follows.
➢ Resources in Cleveland - ThreeZ Company and Bremec have bulk
organic compost.
Things on hand should include:
Digging fork
Mulch
Soil
Compost
Cinder blocks
Capstones

Shovel
Aged manure or Organic fertilizer
Newspaper or cardboard

●

You can collect all the leaves from the fall that are free of animal waste

●

It’s best to build garden beds in the fall so you can add leaves, grass
clippings (that are not treated with pesticides), used coffee grounds, etc.
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Examples of two-tiered raised garden bed sizes and needed supplies
(Examples are based on using 8x8x16 Cinder Blocks and 2x8x16 Cap Stones)

Chapter 5
Maintaining Your Garden
Once your garden is prepared and you have decided what you will plant it’s
time to get your starter plants or seeds in the ground or containers. If you have ever
soaked dry beans in water before cooking them you know that they absorb water and
expand. If you plan to plant on a Tuesday, soak your seeds on a Monday. Never soak
the seeds for more than one day and don’t let seeds that have been soaked dry out
again.

Things to consider when planting to help your plants grow well:
➢ Start seeds indoors in seed trays, egg cartons wrapped in plastic wrap, or
lunchroom milk cartons. This can allow you to give your plants a head start. Not
all plants like to be transplanted - again, read the seed packet and plant some
directly in the ground. A grow light will help seeds grow if no bright window sill
is available.
➢ Spacing seeds or starter plants is very important to their future growth. They
should be spaced far enough apart for them to grow without being crowded.
Seeds planted too close together may be thinned later as they begin to sprout
and grow into plants. ‘Running’ plants need more space. Always follow seed
packet or plant stake instructions.
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➢ Planting your seed at the right depth is important as well. Seeds planted too
deeply may not sprout while seeds not planted deeply enough may develop
with weak root systems. The rule of thumb is a seed wants to be planted twice
its diameter. For example, a sugar snap pea will be planted about ½ in in the
soil while lettuce seeds only need a sprinkle of soil on top of them.
➢ Watering your garden is essential to its growth. Check your garden daily to
make sure that the soil does not dry out. The soil should be moist, not soggy.
Water your garden with a hose and attachment set to shower, or from a
watering can. Do not use high pressure for watering as the force of the water
can damage or even destroy your plants. During germination, the soil needs to
be consistently moist until the seedlings emerge. Drip tape and soaker hoses
are a great way to ensure germination and a great way to save water. After they
are growing, the rule of thumb is put your pointer finger into the ground up to
your 3rd knuckle, if it feels damp way down in, it’s ok. If it’s dry, you need to
water.
➢ Fertilizing your plants is just as important to their health as eating the right
foods is to yours. Plants need the right nutrients to grow properly. A good
organic fertilizer is recommended. Suggestions include compost, aged manure,
fish emulsion or a reliable brand of organic fertilizer. Whichever you choose,
make sure that you follow the label directions. Plants should be fed on the day
that you plant them and again every three to four weeks.

10 Simple Gardening Tips:
1. Never water your garden in the heat of the day, from 11am to 5pm.
2. Try to water your garden early in the morning from 6am to 9am. If that is not
possible, late afternoon or early evening would be the next best option.
3. Water plants only at the base. Stay away from watering the leaves because
leaves burn when wet and exposed to the sun. Also wet leaves are a good place
for mildew and other diseases to grow.
4. Do not over-water the garden.
5. Use 3 to 4 inches of mulch per bed to maintain moisture in the soil. Mulch
provides nutrients and prevents weed growth. Mulch can be chipped up leaves,
old straw, even garden debris that is free of disease and bugs.

6. Vegetable transplants are better suited for early evening planting during the
spring and summer season when temperatures are not too hot.
7. Incorporate natural (organic) fertilizer and pest repellents (Earth Easy Natural
Pest Repellent)
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8. Do not plant seeds too deep. Tiny seeds should be placed on top of soil just
barely pushed in. Small seeds should be placed an 1/8th inch deep in soil. Large
seeds should be placed 1 inch deep in soil.
9. Use cages and trestles to support vegetables such as tomatoes and beans.

10. Keep a chart on what was planted in each bed so that crops can be rotated
each year.

Chapter 6
Harvesting Your Crop
Ohio: Vegetable Planting Calendar
●

●

Ohio is in the 5 and 6 USDA plant
hardiness zones. Look at map to see
which one you reside in.
In 2016, our projected last frost date was
May 25. Always check online for the most
up to date data.

Last Frost
Date

First Frost
Date

Akron

5/4

10/11

Canton

4/18

10/28

Cincinnati

4/19

10/17

Cleveland

4/30

10/23

Columbus

4/28

10/9

Dayton

4/22

10/19

City

16

Lorain

4/16

10/30

Parma

4/30

10/23

Toledo
Youngstown

4/23
5/17

10/21
10/3

Planting vegetable seeds or transplants at the correct time is important to getting the
most out of your garden. Knowing your first and last frost dates will help you start your
vegetable seeds at the right time.

*Based on statistics there is a 10% chance that frost will occur before or after these
dates. Watch your local weather for more accurate dates. Ohio on average has
approximately 170 days between the last and first frost. Using the planting
schedules below will help you get the most out of your garden.
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Zone 5 Planting Schedule
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Zone 6 Planting Schedule

See more at: http://www.ufseeds.com/Ohio-Vegetable-Planting-Calendar.html#sthash.RskkOaSI.dpuf
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Chapter 7
Curriculum Design by Grade
K-6 Health Education Curriculum Legislated Requirements
The Ohio Revised Code (ORC) 3313.60 states that the board of each cooperative
education school district shall prescribe a curriculum for all schools under its control
for health education. The health education curriculum must include:
●
●
●

●

●

The nutritive value of foods, including natural and organically produced foods,
the relation of nutrition to health, and the use and effects of food additives;
The harmful effects of and legal restrictions against the use of drugs of abuse,
alcoholic beverages, and tobacco;
In grades kindergarten through six, instruction in personal safety and assault
prevention, except that upon written request of the student's parent or
guardian, a student shall be excused from taking instruction in personal safety
and assault prevention;
Prescription opioid abuse prevention, with an emphasis on the prescription
drug epidemic and the connection between prescription opioid abuse and
addiction to other drugs, such as heroin.
Furthermore, Governor's Cabinet Opiate Action Team has provided
recommendations for instruction in prescription opioid abuse prevention.
*The district should consider age-appropriate content and develop their own
curriculum based on the needs of their students and community
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Kindergarten
Health

Phys Ed

Science

Social Studies

Observations of
the Environment

A Child's Place in
the Time and
Space

Grade Level: K
Grade Band
Theme:

Strand

Social and
Emotional
Development

Self and
Relationships

Standard 3
Demonstrates
the Knowledge
and Skills to
Achieve and
Maintain a
Health-Enhanci
ng Level of
Physical
Activity and
Fitness

Topic

Benchmark A:
Describe
Identifying and
current
level of
working through
physical activity
social and
and identifies
emotional
additional
situations
physical activity
opportunities

Statement

Recognize one’s
own emotions
and the
emotions of
others,
communicate
emotions in
socially
acceptable way,
be able to
identify the
Recognize that
differences in
food provides
people’s
energy for
emotions,
physical
manage one’s
activity.
emotions, exude
a level of
confidence,
show
affection/expres
sion towards
others, and
engage in
reciprocal
conversations

Earth and Space
Science (ESS)

Geography

Daily and
Seasonal
Changes

Human Systems

Weather changes
are long-term and
short-term.
Weather changes
occur throughout
the day and from
day to day.
Air is a nonliving
substance that
surrounds Earth
Humans depend
and wind is air
on and impact
that is moving.
the physical
Wind,
environment in
temperature and
order to supply
precipitation can
food, clothing
be used to
and shelter.
document
short-term
weather changes
that are
observable.
Yearly weather
changes
(seasons) are
observable
patterns in the
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daily weather
changes. The
moon, sun and
stars can be
observed at
different times of
the day or
night.The moon,
sun and stars are
in different
positions at
different times of
the day or night.
Sometimes the
moon is visible
during the night,
sometimes the
moon is visible
during the day
and at other
times, the moon
is not visible at
all. The
observable shape
of the moon
changes in size
very slowly
throughout each
day of every
month. The sun is
visible only
during the day.
The sun’s position
in the sky
changes in a
single day and
from season to
season. Stars are
visible at night,
some are visible
in the evening or
morning and
some are brighter
than others.

Relevance

Be able to
express one’s
self by working
in a team with
others to grow a
garden.

Look at the
different fruits
and veggies in
Go into the
the garden,
garden and
discuss the
discuss how
taste, smell,
different weather
feel, and what
changes affect
the different
the plants. Lesson
plants provide
10, 12 and 22.
for our health
and affect how
we think.feel.

What is the
weather, Lesson
20 What are the
seasons? pg 230,
Lesson 22,
Importance of
water and
sunlight. Lesson
15, pg 147, Lesson
16 pg 162 Lesson
18 pg 186
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Explain the
difference in
food produced
organically in
the garden or.
foods with
additives pg 8

Grand Band
Theme

Strand

Topic

Statement

Cognition and
General
Knowledge

Life Science

Standard 4:
Exhibits
responsible
personal and
social behavior
that respects
self and others

Life Science (LS)

Government
Strand

Benchmark A:
Know and
Physical and
Civic
Exploring Living
follow
Behavioral Traits Participation and
Things
procedures and of Living Things
Skills
safe practices

With modeling
and support be
able to identify
Respond
certain
positively to
reminders of
characteristics
appropriate
of living things,
safety
examine the
procedures.
relationship
Follow
between living
directions and
things and their
handle
environment,
equipment
describe how
safely.
Work
living things
independently
change over
and safely in
time, and be
self and shared
able to
space.
recognize
Explain rules
similarities and
related to
differences
safety and
between
activity-specific
procedures.
humans and
other living
things.

Living things are
different from
nonliving things.
Living things
include anything
that is alive or has
ever been alive.
Living things
have specific
characteristics
and traits. Living
things grow and
Individuals have
reproduce. Living
shared
things are found
responsibilities
almost
toward the
everywhere in the
achievement of
world. There are
common goals in
somewhat
homes, schools
different kinds in
and communities.
different places.
Living things
have physical
traits and
behaviors, which
influence their
survival. Living
things are made
up of a variety
of structures.
Some of these
structures and
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behaviors
influence their
survival.
How to identify
and understand
food and plants in
the garden using
our five senses.
pg 8, Lesson 1.
How weather
affects plant life
and growth pg
98, lesson 10, Pg
114, lesson 12, pg
212 lesson 20, pg
230 lesson 22 .
Understanding
Understanding the importance of
and following
sunlight and
water pg 154
guidelines/role
lesson 15, pg 162
lesson 15, pg 178
lesson 18.
Habitats and
symbolic
relationships b/a
plants & animals.
Where do
animals and
plants live, what
do find in the
garden pg. 130
lesson 13, pg 138,
lesson 14.

Relevance

Understand the
concept of
growing and
living things out
in nature.

Grand Band
Theme:

Language and
Literacy

Strand

Listening and
Speaking

Physical Science
(PS)

Economics
Strand

Topic

Expressive
Language

Properties of
Everyday Objects
and Materials

Production and
Consumption

Statement

Be able to
communicate
with others,
share
observations,
problem solve,
seek new
information,
audibly express
feelings and

Objects and
materials can be
sorted and
Goods are objects
described by
that can satisfy
their properties.
people’s wants.
Objects can be
Services are
sorted and
actions that can
described by the
satisfy people’s
properties of the
wants.
materials from
which they are
made. Some of
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thoughts,
describe familiar
experiences, use
and draw visual
descriptions, use
newly learned
words from
experiences,
identifying
real-life
connections
between words
and their uses.

Relevance

the properties
can include color,
size and texture.

Identify and
describe plants
with appropriate
language.

Find and describe
different objects
in the water

First Grade
Health

Phys Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 1
Grade Band
Theme:

Understanding
Healthy Food

Observations of the
Environment

Strand

Standard 3
Demonstrates
the Knowledge
and Skills to
Achieve and
Maintain a
Health-Enhanci
ng Level of
Physical
Activity and
Fitness

Earth and Space
Science (ESS)

History

Topic

Benchmark A:
Describe
current level of
physical
activity and
identifies
additional
physical
activity
opportunities

Sun, Energy and
Weather

Historical
Thinking and
Skills

25

Statement

The nutritive
value of foods,
including
Differentiate
natural and
between
organically
healthy and
produced
unhealthy food
foods, the
and beverage
relation of
choices for
nutrition to
physical
health, and the
activity
use and effects
of food
additives;

The sun is the
Time can be
principal source of
divided into
energy. Sunlight
categories (e.g.,
warms Earth’s
months of the
land, air and water.
year,
The amount of
past, present and
exposure to
future).
sunlight affects the
Photographs,
amount of
letters, artifacts
warming or cooling and books can be
of air, water and
used to learn
land.
about the past.

Relevance

Pgs 131-165, pg
167-168

Unit 1 Senses
and inquiry

Unit 4 Plants, Stem
(greenhouse) pg.
129

Unit 5 Pgs 173-191

Strand

Standard 4:
Exhibits
responsible
personal and
social behavior
that respects
self and others

Life Science (LS)

Geography

Topic

Benchmark A:
Know and
follow
procedures and
safe practices

Basic Needs of
Living Things

Heritage

Statement

Respond
positively to
reminders of
appropriate
safety
procedures.
Follow
directions and
handle
equipment
safely.
Work
independently
and complete
activities.
Explain rules
related to
safety and
activity-specifi
c procedures

Grand Band
Theme:

Living things have
basic needs, which
are met by
obtaining
materials from the
physical
environment.
Living things
require energy,
water and a
The way basic
particular range of human needs are
temperatures in
met has changed
their
over time.
environments.
Plants get energy
from sunlight.
Animals get energy
from plants and
other animals.
Living things
acquire resources
from the living and
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nonliving
components

Relevance

Procedures and
safety on using
our body for
procedures in a
safe manner Pg
vi

(Lung things)
plants Unit 4

Grand Band
Theme
Strand

Geography

Topic

Places and
Regions

Statement

Places are
distinctive
because of their
physical
characteristics
(landforms and
bodies of water)
and human
characteristics
(structures built
by people)

Relevance

Environments
Unit 5

Grand Band
Theme
Strand
Topic

Human Systems

Statement

-Families interact
with the physical
environment
differently in
different times
and places.
- Diverse cultural
practices address
basic human
needs in various
ways and may
change over time

Relevance

Environments
Unit 5

Grade Band
Theme:
27

Strand

Economic Strand

Topic

Scarcity

Statement

Wants are
unlimited and
resources are
limited.Therefore,
people make
choices because
they cannot
have everything
they want.

Relevance

Earth Resources
unit 6

Second Grade
**Veggie U has an excellent 2nd Grade curriculum**
Health

Phys Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 2
Grade Band
Theme:

Observations of the
Environment

People working
together

Strand

Life Science

Geography

Topic

Interactions within
Habitats

Places and regions

Statement

Revalence

The
nutritive
value of
foods,
including
natural and
organically
produced
foods, the
relation of
nutrition to
health, and
the use and
effects of
food
additives;

This topic focuses
on how ecosystems
work by
observations of
simple interactions
between the biotic/
The work that people do
living and
is impacted by the
abiotic/nonliving
distinctive human and
parts of an
physical characteristics
ecosystem. Just as
in the place where they
living things
live.
impact the
environment in
which they live, the
environment
impacts living
things.
How do we use
science tools?
Lesson 2 pg. 3 How
do we inquire
skills/Mulch Lesson
1 Pg. 13
28

Grand Band
Theme:
Strand

Earth and Space
Science (ESS)

Geography

Topic

The atmosphere

Human systems

Statement

Water is present in
the air as clouds,
steam, fog, rain, ice,
snow, sleet or hail.
When water in the
air cools (change of
Human activities alter
energy), it forms
the physical
small droplets of
environment, both
water that can be
positively and
seen as clouds.
negatively. Cultures
Water can change
develop in unique ways,
from liquid to
in part through the
vapor in the air and
influence of the physical
from vapor to
environment.
liquid. The water
Interactions among
droplets can form
cultures lead to sharing
into raindrops.
ways of life
Water droplets can
change to solid by
freezing into snow,
sleet or hail. Clouds
are moved by
flowing air.

Relevance
Grand Band
Theme:
Strand

Physical Science
(PS)

Government

Topic

Changes in motion

Civic participation and
skills

Statement

Motion can
increase, change
direction or stop
depending on the Personal accountability
force applied. The
includes making
change in motion
responsible choices,
of an object is
taking responsibility for
related to the size
personal actions and
of the force. Some
respecting others.
forces act without Groups are accountable
touching, such as
for choices they make
using a magnet to
and actions they take.
move an object or
objects falling to
the ground.
29

Relevance

Third Grade
Health

Phys
Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 3
Strand

Earth and Space
Science (ESS)

Topic

Earth’s Resources

Statement

The
nutritive
value of
foods,
including
natural and
organically
produced
foods, the
relation of
nutrition to
health, and
the use and
effects of
food
additives;

History
Historical Thinking and
Skills

- Earth’s nonliving
resources have specific
properties. pg.89
Soil is composed of
pieces of rock, organic Events in local history can
material, water and air
be shown on timelines
and has characteristics
organized by years,
that can be measured
decades and centuries.
and observed. Rocks
Primary sources such as
have unique
artifacts, maps and
characteristics that
photographs can be used to
allow them to be sorted
show change over time.
and classified. - Rocks
form in different ways.
Air and water are non
living resources. pg 109

Relevance
Grade Band
Theme:
Strand

Physical Science (PS)

History

Topic

Matter and Forms of
Energy

Heritage

Statement

All objects and
substances in the
natural world are
composed of matter.
Matter takes up space
and has mass* . *While
mass is the
scientifically correct
term to use in this
context, the NAEP 2009
Science Framework
(page 27) recommends

Physical and political maps
have distinctive
characteristics and
purposes. Places can be
located on a map by using
the title, key, alphanumeric
grid and cardinal directions
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using the more familiar
term “weight” in the
elementary grades with
the distinction between
mass and weight being
introduced at the
middle school level. In
Ohio, students will not
be assessed on the
differences between
mass and weight until
Grade 6.

Relevance

Observe parts of the
plant, including its root
systems, leaves, edible
parts, etc. May also be
able to determine
proper ways to plant
(i.e. is it top heavytomato stake? does it
need to grow on a
vine-peas & beans, etc.).
Could also incorporate
some preparationchopping, seeding, etc.

Grand Band
Theme:
Strand

Life Science (LS)

Geography

Topic

Behavior, Growth and
Changes

Spatial Thinking and Skills

Statement
Relevance

Offspring resemble
their parents
and each other.
Individual organisms
inherit many traits
Physical and political maps
from their parents
have distinctive
indicating a reliable
characteristics and
way to transfer
purposes. Places can be
information from one
located on a map by using
generation to the next.
the title, key, alphanumeric
Some behavioral traits
grid and cardinal directions
are learned
through interactions
with the
environment and are
not inherited.
Traits of plants, Plant
life cycles pg. 145

Grand Band
Theme:
31

Strand

Physical Science (PS)

Geography

Topic

Earth's Resources

Human Systems

Statement

Relevance

- Evidence of human
modification of the
environment
can be observed in the local
Heat, electrical energy,
community.
light, sound and
- Systems of transportation
magnetic energy are
and communication move
forms of energy.
people, products and ideas
from place to place.
- Communities may include
diverse cultural groups.
Light energy from the
sun contributing to
plant growth, water &
air temperature,
condensation, frost, etc.

Grand Band
Theme:
Strand

Government

Topic

Civil Participation and
Skills

Statement

- Members of local
communities have
social and political
responsibilities.
- Individuals make the
community a better
place by solving problems
in a way that
promotes the common
good.

Relevance

Fourth Grade

32

Health

Phys
Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 4
Grade Band
Theme:

Interconnections within
Systems

Ohio in the United
States

Strand

Earth and Space Science
(ESS)

History

Topic

Earth's Surface

Historical Thinking
and Skills

Statement

The nutritive
value of foods,
including
natural and
organically
produced
foods, the
relation of
nutrition to
health, and the
use and effects
of food
additives;

The order of
significant events in
Ohio and the United
States can be shown
Water, wind, and ice
on a timeline.Primary
physically remove and
and secondary
carry (erosion) Rock, soil, sources can be used
and sediments and
to create historical
deposit the material in a
narratives. vents in
new location. Ice
local history can be
physically remove and
shown on timelines
carry (erosion).
organized by years,
Gravitational force
decades and
affects movements of
centuries.
water, rock, and soil
Primary sources such
as artifacts, maps and
photographs can be
used to show change
over time.

Relevance
Grade Band
Theme:

Interconnections within
Systems

Ohio in the United
States

Strand

Physical Science (PS)

History

Topic

Electric, Heat, and Matter

Heritage

Statement

Various groups of
- The Total Amount of
people have lived in
Matter is Conserved
Ohio over time
when it undergoes a
including prehistoric
change. - When an object and historic American
is broken into smaller
Indians, migrating
pieces. When a solid is
settlers and
dissolved in a liquid or
immigrants.
when matter changes
Interactions among
state (solid, liquid, gas).
these groups have
The total amount of
resulted in both
matter remains constant.
cooperation and
conflict.

Relevance
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Grade Band
Theme:

Interconnections within
Systems

Strand

Physical Science (PS)

Topic

Earth's Living History

Statement

- Changes in an
organism's environment
are sometimes beneficial
to its survival and
sometimes harmful.
- Fossils can be compared
to one another and to
present day organisms
according to their
similarities and
differences.

Relevance

Fifth Grade
Health

Phys Ed

Science

Social Studies

Interconnections
within systems

Regions and
People of the
Western
Hemisphere

Grade Level: 5
Grade
Band
Theme:

Application of
skills

Life Science (LS)

Strand

Topic

Statement

Benchmark B:
Apply the
critical
elements of
fundamental
manipulative
skills in a variety
of physical
activities.
Variations
Throw overhand
among
to reach a
physical
medium-sized
environments
target with
within the
sufficient force
Western
using
Hemisphere
appropriate
influence
critical
human
elements. Catch
activities.
with an
Human
implement (e.g.,

Interactions within
Ecosystems

Historical Thinking
and Skills

Organisms perform a
variety of roles in the
ecosystem
Multiple-tier
Population of
timelines can be
organisms can be
used to show
categorized by how
relationships
they acquire energy.
among events and
Food webs can be
places
used to identify the
relationships among
producers,
34

activities also
alter the
physical
environment.
American
Indians
developed
unique cultures
with many
different ways
of life.
American
Indian tribes
and nations
can be
classified into
cultural groups
based on
geographic and
cultural
similarities.
Political,
environmental,
social and
economic
factors cause
people,
products and
ideas to move
from place to
place in the
Western
Hemisphere
today. The
Western
Hemisphere is
culturally
diverse due to
American
Indian,
European,
Asian and
African
influences and
interactions, as
evidenced by
artistic
expression,
language,
religion and
food

glove, scoop)
using the critical
elements. Strike
an object with
an implement
using critical
elements in
relation to
distance, space
and direction
demands.
Receive a kick,
dribble and then
kick a ball to a
target using the
critical
elements (e.g.,
move into line
with the ball,
receiving foot to
the ball, move
the ball in the
direction of the
dribble, keep
the ball close in
the dribble, pass
to target).
Dribble under
control during a
game or
game-like
situation using
the critical
elements. Send
(e.g., pass, roll)
an object using
critical
elements while
varying body,
space, effort and
relationship to
defenders.

consumers, and
decomposers in an
ecosystem.

The harmful
effects of and

Cycles on Earth, such
as those occurring in

Relevance

Strand

History
35

legal
ecosystems, in the
restrictions
solar system, and in
against the use
the movement of
of drugs of
light and sound
abuse, alcoholic result in describable
beverages, and patterns. Speed is a
tobacco;
measureable of
movement. Change
in speed is related to
force and mass. The
transfer of energy
drives changes in
systems, including
ecosystems and
physical systems
Relevance
Grade
Band
Theme:
Strand
Topic

Statement

Physical Science (PS)
Combined Skills Light, Sound, Motion

Early Civilizations

Perform a
movement
sequence
comprised of
both basic and
intermediate
skills (e.g.,
dance,
gymnastics,
jump rope) with
smooth
transitions
between those
movements.
Jump rope
demonstrating a
variety of
footwork, arm
action skills
and/or tricks of
choice. Combine
balance and
transferring
weight with
movement skills
in a gymnastics
or dance
sequence.
Combine skills
in dances with
correct rhythm
and pattern.

Early Indian
civilizations (Maya,
Inca, Aztec,
Mississippian)
existed in the
Western
Hemisphere prior
to the arrival of
Europeans. These
civilizations had
developed unique
government's,
social structures,
religions,
technologies, and
agricultural
practices and
products.

The amount of
change in movement
of an object is based
on the mass* of the
object and the
amount of force
exerted. Movement
can be measured by
speed. The speed of
an object is
calculated by
determining the
distance (d) traveled
in a period of time (t).
Earth pulls down on
all objects with a
gravitational force.
Weight is a measure
of the gravitational
force between an
object and the Earth.
Any change in speed
or direction of an
object requires a
force and is affected
by the mass* of the
object and the
amount of force
applied.
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Revalence
Grade
Band
Theme:
Strand

Earth and Space
Science (ESS)

History

Topic

Cycles and Patterns
in the Solar System

Heritage

Statement

The solar system
includes the sun and
all celestial bodies
that orbit the sun.
Each planet in the
solar system has
unique
characteristics. The
distance from the
sun, size,
composition and
European
movement of each
exploration and
planet are unique.
colonization had
Planets revolve
lasting effects
around the sun in
which can be used
elliptical orbits.
to understand the
Some of the planets
Western
have moons and/or Hemisphere today.
debris that orbit
them. Comets,
asteroids and
meteoroids orbit the
sun. The
characteristics,
cycles and patterns
in the solar system
and within the
universe.

Revalence
Grand
Theme
Topic:
Strand

Geography

Topic

Spatial Thinking
and Skills

Statement

Globes and other
geographic tools
can be used to
gather, process,
and report
37

information about
people, places, and
environments.
Cartographers
decide which
information to
include in maps.
Latitude and
longitude can be
used to make
observations
about location and
generalizations
about climate.
Relevance
Grand
Band
Theme:
Strand

Geography

Topic

Places and Regions

Statement

Regions can be
determined using
various criteria
(e.g. landfill,
climate,
population,
cultural or
economic)

Relevance
Grand
Band
Theme:
Strand

Geography

Topic

Human Systems

Statement

Variations among
physical
environments
within the
Western
Hemisphere
influence human
services. Human
activities also alter
the physical
environment.
American Indians
developed unique
cultures with
many different
38

ways of life.
American Indian
tribes and nations
can be classified
into cultural
groups based on
geographic and
cultural
similarities.
Political,
environmental,
social, and
economic factors
cause people,
products, and
ideas to move from
place to place in
the Western
Hemisphere today.
The Western
Hemisphere is
culturally diverse
due to American
Indian, European,
Asian, and African
influences and
interactions, as
evidence by
artistic expression,
language, religion,
and food.
Relevance

Sixth Grade
Health

Phys
Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 6
Grade
Band
Theme:

Order and Organization

Regions and People of the
Eastern Hemisphere

Strand

Earth Science and
Space

History

Topic

Rocks, Minerals, and
Soil

Early Civilizations

- Minerals have specific,
quantifiable properties.
- Igneous, metamorphic
and sedimentary rocks

Early civilizations (India,
Egypt, China and
Mesopotamia) with unique
government's, economic

Statement

The
nutritive
value of

39

foods,
including
natural and
organically
produced
foods, the
relation of
nutrition to
health, and
the use and
effects of
food
additives

Relevance

have unique
systems, social structures,
characteristics that can
religions, technologies and
be used for
agricultural practices and
identification and/or products flourished as a result
classification.
of favorable geographic
- Igneous, metamorphic characteristics. The cultural
and sedimentary rocks
practices and products of
form
these early civilizations can be
in different ways.
used to help understand the
- Soil is unconsolidated
Eastern Hemisphere today.
material that contains
nutrient
matter and weathered
rock.
- Rocks, minerals and
soils have common and
practical uses.
Soil formation pg 155,
Introduction to plants,
Lesson 4 pg 322

Grand
Band
Theme:
Strand

Physical Science (PS)

Geography

Topic

Matter and Motion

Spatial Thinking and Skills

Statement

* All matter is made up
of small particles called
atoms. • Changes of
- Globes and other geographic
state are explained by a
tools can be used to gather,
model of matter
process and report
composed of atoms
information about people,
and/or molecules that
places and environments.
are in motion. • There
Cartographers decide which
are two categories of
information to include and
energy: kinetic and
how it is displayed. - Latitude
potential. • An object’s
and longitude can be used to
motion can be
identify absolute location.
described by its speed
and the direction in
which it is moving.

Grade
Band
Theme:
Strand

Cellular to Multicellular

Geography

Topic

Basic Needs of Living
Things

Places and Regions

Statement

- Cells are the
fundamental unit of
life.

Regions can be determined,
classified and compared using
various criteria (e.g., landform,
40

- All cells come from
preexisting cells.
- Cells carry on specific
functions that sustain
life.
- Living systems at all
levels of organization
demonstrate the
complementary nature
of structure
and function

climate, population, cultural,
or economic).

Talk about native edible or
cultivated plants from
different regions

Relevance
Grade
Band
Theme:
Strand

Life Science (LS)

Geography

Topic

Cellular to Multicellular

Human Systems

Statement

- Modern Cell Theory
states that all living
things are made of
cells. Cells are the basic
unit of structure and
function of all living
things. Many organisms
are single celled and
that one cell must carry
out all the basic
functions of life. Plants differ slightly
from similar tissues in
animals. Use Modern
Cell Theory to
exemplify how
scientific theories are
developed over time.

Variations among physical
environments within the
Eastern Hemisphere influence
human activities. Human
activities also alter the
physical environment. Political, environmental, social
and economic factors cause
people, products and ideas to
move from place to place in
the Eastern Hemisphere in the
past and today. - Modern
cultural practices and
products show the influence
of tradition and diffusion,
including the impact of major
world religions (Buddhism,
Christianity, Hinduism, Islam
and Judaism).

Relevance
Grade
Band
Theme:

Government

Strand

Civic Participation and Skills

Topic

Different perspectives on a
topic can be obtained from a
variety of historic and
contemporary sources.
Sources can be examined for
accuracy.
41

Statement
Relevance
Grade
Band
Theme:
Strand

Government

Topic

Roles and Systems of
Government

Statement

Governments can be
categorized as monarchies,
theocracies, dictatorships or
democracies, but categories
may overlap and labels may
not accurately represent how
governments function. The
extent of citizens’ liberties and
responsibilities varies
according to limits on
governmental authority

Relevance

Talk about zoning/coding
policies

Seventh Grade
Health

Phys
Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 7

Grade Band
Theme:

Ohio law does
not permit the
State
Board of
Education to
adopt Health
Education
Standards in
Ohio. Ohio law
does direct
schools and
districts to
include health
education and
other related
topics at various
times
throughout its
K-12 curriculum.

Order and Organization

World Studies From
750 B.C. to 1600 A.D.:
Ancient Greece to
the First Global Age

42

Strand:
Topic:

Statement

Relevance

Grade Band
Theme:
Strand:
Topic:

Statement

Health
Education

Earth and space science
(ESS)

Government

Foods

Cycles and Patterns of
Earth and the Moon

Civic participation
and skills

The nutritive
value of foods,
including
natural and
organically
produced foods,
the relation of
nutrition to
health, and the
use and effects
of food
additives.

Thermal energy is
transferred as water
changes state throughout
the cycle. The cycling of
water in the atmosphere is
an important part of
weather patterns on Earth.
The rate at which water
flows through soil and rock
is dependent upon the
porosity and permeability
of the soil or rock.

The ability to
understand
individual and
group perspectives
is essential to
analyzing historic
and contemporary
issues

water and its properties. pg
82, the water cycle Lesson 2
pg, 92, Human Impact on
water pg 134

Order and Organization

World Studies From
750 B.C. TO 1600
A.D.: Ancient Greece
to the First Global
Age

Life Science (LS)

History

Cycles of Matter and Flow
of Energy

Historical Thinking
and skills

- In any particular biome,
the number, growth and
survival of organisms and
populations depend on
biotic and abiotic factors. Ecosystems are dynamic in
nature; the number and
types of species fluctuate
over time. Disruptions,
deliberate or inadvertent,
to the physical (abiotic) or
biological (biotic)
components of an
ecosystem impact the
composition of an
ecosystem.

Historians and
archaeologists
describe historical
events and issues
from the
perspectives of
people living at the
time to avoid
evaluating the past
in terms of today’s
norms and values.

Relevance
Grade Band
Theme:
Strand:

Order and Organization
Physical Science (PS)

43

Conservation of Mass and
Energy

Topic:

- Energy can be transferred
through a variety of ways. Thermal energy can be
transferred through
radiation, convection and
conduction.

Statement:

Relevance

Eighth Grade
Health

Phys Ed

Science

Social Studies

Grade Level: 8
Ohio law
does not
permit the
State Board
of Education
to adopt
Health
Education
Standards in
Ohio. Ohio
law does
direct
schools and
districts to
include
health
education
and other
related
topics at
various
times
throughout
its K-12
curriculum.

Grade Band
Theme:

*7th and 8th
grade
standards
are together

Order and
Organization

U.S. Studies from 1492
to 1877: Exploration
Through
Reconstruction

Strand

Health
Education

Earth and Space
Science

Geography

Topic

Foods

Physical Earth

Human Systems

44

The nutritive
value of
foods,
including
natural and
organically
produced
foods, the
relation of
nutrition to
health, and
the use and
effects of
food
additives;
Statement
Relevance

- The availability of
natural resources
contributed to the
geographic and
A combination of
economic expansion of
constructive and
the United States,
destructive geologic
sometimes resulting in
processes formed
unintended
Earth’s surface.
environmental
Earth’s surface is
consequences.
formed from a
- The movement of
variety of different
people, products and
geologic processes,
ideas resulted in new
including but not
patterns of settlement
limited to plate
and land use that
tectonics.
influenced the political
and economic
development of the
United States.
Representing data
pg 134

Grand Band
Theory
Strand

Earth

Economics

Topic

Species and
Reproduction

Production and
Consumption

Statement

Reproduction is
necessary for the
continuation of every
species. Every
organism alive today
comes from a long
line of ancestors who
reproduced
successfully every
generation.
Reproduction is the
transfer of genetic
information from
one generation to
the next. It can occur
with mixing of genes
from two individuals
(sexual
reproduction). It can
occur with the
transfer of genes
from one individual
to the next
generation (asexual
reproduction). The
ability to reproduce
defines living things.

- The Industrial
Revolution
fundamentally
changed the means of
production as a result
of improvements in
technology, use of new
power resources, the
advent of
interchangeable parts
and the shift from
craftwork to factory
work.
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Relevance
Grand Band
Theory:
Strand

Life Science (LS)

Topic

Species and
Reproduction

Statement

The characteristics of
an organism are a
result of inherited
traits received from
parent(s). Expression
of all traits is
determined by genes
and environmental
factors to varying
degrees. Many genes
influence more than
one trait, and many
traits are influenced
by more than one
gene. During
reproduction,
genetic information
(DNA) is transmitted
between parent and
offspring. In asexual
reproduction, the
lone parent
contributes DNA to
the offspring. In
sexual reproduction,
both parents
contribute DNA to
the offspring

Relevance

 High School

9th - 12th Grade
High
School

Phys
Ed

Biology

Enviro
Science

Geology

Physics

Environmen
tal Science

Physical
Geology

Physics

All

Earth's
Resources

Waves

Chemistry

Heal
th

Grades 9-12
Grade
Band
Theme:
Strand

Heredity

Chemistry

Structures &
Genes/Genomes Properties of
Matter

46

Topic

Life is specified
by genomes.
Each organism
has a genome
that contains all
of the biological
information
needed to build
and maintain a
living example
Intramolecul
of that
ar Chemical
organism. The
Bonding
biological
information
contained in a
genome is
encoded in its
deoxyribonuclei
c acid (DNA) and
is divided into
discrete units
called genes

All

Energy

Light

how
plants
absorb
light,
light
How this
into
affects
energy,
plant
light
growth
affect
growth
patterns
in
plants

Statement

Students can
identify and
classify each
plant through
the scientific
classification
model in their
school garden

Bonds in
Cation
Exchange
Capacity of
soil and soil
nutrients,
breaking
and forming
those bonds

Relevance

Mendel's pea
plants. Plant
kingdom and
taxonomy
Lesson. grow
seedlings and
use chemicals

Soil testing
may
fertilizer is
taken up by
plants, how
it stays in
leaves soil

What
rare
Photosynt lengths
hesis
plants
absorbe
d

Interactions
of Matter

Earth's
Resources

Chemical
Reactions

air

All
standards
can be
connected
to
gardening

Grand
Band
Theme:
Strand
Topic

Statement

- Develop a
timeline from
Mendel’s,
Darwin’s and
Wallace’s work
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to the present
day.
- Design and
implement an
investigation to
test the effect
of low doses of
different
common
chemicals (e.g.,
boric acid,
acetone or
vinegar) on the
development of
a plant from
seed to adult.
Represent the
data in a way
that
demonstrates
the relationship,
if any, between
the chemical
and changes in
the
development
pattern. Explain
how the
investigation is
similar to or
different from
the processes
that occur in the
natural
environment.
- Learn about
mendel's
studies on the
cross breeding
of peas and
then put them
into practice
along with the
suggested
investigation

Relevance

Vegetable
education
ancient crops
provide

Soil testing,
now
fertilizer is
taken up by
plants, how
it stays
in/leaves soil
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Soil pH,
cation
exchange
capacity and
soil fertility

How this
affects
plant
growth

Grade
Band
Theme:

Evolution

Strand

Mutation

Earth's
Resources

Topic

The basic
concept of
biological
evolution is that
the Earth’s
present-day
species
descended from
earlier, common
ancestral
species. At the
high school
level, the term
natural
selection is
used to describe
the process by
which traits
become more or
less common in
a population
due to
consistent
environmental
effects upon the
survival or
reproduction of
the individual
with the trait.

water

How this
affects
plant
growth

Statement
Soil PH and
soil
fertilizing
how this
affects plant
growth and
nutrient
take up

Relevance

Grand
Band
Theme:
Strand

Diversity of life

Earth's
Resources
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Topic

Modern ideas
about evolution
provide a
natural
explanation for
the diversity of
life on Earth as
represented in
the fossil
record, in the
similarities of
existing species
and in modern
molecular
evidence. From
a long-term
perspective,
evolution is the
descent with
modification of
different
lineages from
common
ancestors.
Different
phenotypes
result from new
combinations of
existing genes
or from
mutations of
genes in
reproductive
cells.

soil &
sediment

Statement

Explain how we
have
domesticated
plants much
like cats and
dogs to have
certain
character traits
that are more
suitable to what
humans want
and that they
are much
different than
when man first
found them.
(bananas used
to have much
larger seeds,
corn didn't start
out as yellow)

how this
affects
plant
growth
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Relevance

How plant life
has crashed
over them.
Cross breeding
plants. Different
vegetable
cultures. How
crops have
evolved.
Vegetables and
grains crop have
evolved. GMOS

Grade
Band
Theme:

Diversity and
Interdependenc
e of Life

Strand

Ecosystems

Irritation,
water,
pressure
in levels,
needs for
water in
agricultur
e. How
plants
grow in
different
soils. Soil
testing

Topic

Statement

Organisms
transform
energy (flow of
energy) and
matter (cycles
of matter) as
they survive and
reproduce. The
cycling of
matter and flow
of energy occurs
at all levels of
biological
organization,
from molecules
to ecosystems.
At the high
school level, the
concept of
energy flow as
unidirectional
in ecosystems is
explored.

Relevance

Photosynthesis,
plant
propagation
and
reproduction.
Plants as food
for energy in
ecosystem
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Grand
Band
Theories:
Strand

Classification
systems

Topic

Statement

Classification
systems are
frameworks
developed by
scientists for
describing the
diversity of
organisms,
indicating the
degree of
relatedness
between
organisms.
Recent
molecular-sequ
ence data
generally
support earlier
hypotheses
regarding
lineages of
organisms
based upon
morphological
comparisons.
Both
morphological
comparisons
and molecular
evidence must
be used to
describe
biodiversity
(cladograms
can be used to
address this).

Relevance

Darwin and
Galapagos
island slovenes.
Vegetable,
family, genus
and species and
cultivates
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Social & Emotional Tie-In
Gardening requires a high level of consciousness; it connects young people to
their bodies in the moment which can provide healing and reduce behavioural and
emotional challenges related to PTSD, depression, and anxiety (Saxe, Ellis, and Kaplow,
2009). The basis of a child’s sense of self is a healthy, uninterrupted development of
the senses, body, intellect, and feelings (Oaklander, 2008). Children exposed to high
levels of community violence and trauma may have an interrupted development of
their senses, resulting in the development of social, emotional, and behavioural
challenges, such as those related to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (extreme alertness,
anxiety, depression, hyperactivity, feelings of shame or low self-worth, in ability to calm
body down or concentrate). The underlying issue for children with behavioural
challenges is sense of self, with body awareness at its core. This is because every
feeling has a physical counterpart (Oaklander, 2008). Children who have experienced
trauma or neglect often store the memories in the right brain (the sensory part),
therefore reconnecting children to their senses (such as through activities like) helps
to release the negative stored energy associated with trauma. These activities also
work against the negative effects of stress on a child’s functioning. The sense of
mastery gained through learning the skills associated with growing your own food
could also contribute positively to a young person’s sense of self-esteem and
self-efficacy.

Chapter 8
Community Resources and Funding
A. Links to Tools and Resources
Community Partners:
-

Healthy Cleveland
-

-

Healthy Cleveland (also known as the Healthy Cleveland Initiative) is a partnership of
individuals, nonprofits, and businesses seeking the common goal of a healthier
Cleveland.

OSU Extension
- Educational Programming
- Summer Sprout
-

Gardens enrolled in Summer Sprout are eligible for soil testing, soil amendments,
tilling services, plants, seeds, materials for raised beds (if eligible), technical
assistance and education. Existing community gardens are also eligible for
assistance.
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-

Cleveland Metroparks
-

-

Painted Rain Barrel Project
-

-

The Painted Rain Barrel Project aims to keep surface pollution out of our waterways all
while beautifying residences with Hand-Painted Rain Barrels that will provide the
community with FREE water for gardening and help our lake become squeaky clean so
we can enjoy clean water for recreation and drinking.

Tower Gardens
-

As an alternative to traditional soil-based gardening, the Tower Garden is a vertical
aeroponic growing system that is being utilized by approximately 5,000 schools in 47
states across the nation. School educational nutrition learning programs (as summarized
below) have been developed which are centered around the Tower Garden.

-

A description and information on the Tower Garden (including pricing) can be found at:
www.baseballbob.towergarden.com. To access the school education programs, go to
the website, click the “Tower Talk” tab at the top right of the page, then click “GROWING
YOUNG MINDS”, then see SETON HALL LESSON PLANS and EDUCATOR RESOURCES.

-

-

-

-

Cleveland Metroparks strives to protect our natural world, while educating our users and
allowing them to enjoy nature in a variety of ways. Learn more about the Park District’s
governing body, its mission, rules and regulations, employment opportunities and more.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
Tower Garden Challenge: The Buck Institute for Education has partnered with Tower
Garden to create a Project Based Learning (PBL) module for Grades 6-7. The project
entails 15 hours over 40 days of classroom time using lessons that meet Common Core
State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards.
Seton Hall Lesson Plans: These lesson plans were developed as a part of the STEM
Education Initiative at Seton Hall University. This collaboration project aims to broaden
the participation of underrepresented college bound students in STEM majors. Over 70
seniors participate in this program from North Star Academy and about 17 faculty at
Seton Hall University from the College of Arts and Sciences and College of Education and
Human Services.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION (INCLUDING GRANT SOURCES), CONTACT COMMITTEE MEMBER BOB
LILKO AT 440-646-9721 OR VIA E-MAIL: RLILKO@AOL.COM

Veggie U
-

Veggie U is dedicated to increasing children’s awareness of healthy food options, and
teaching them how real food reaches their plate. Veggie U believes children who are
exposed to growing their own food are more likely to include vegetables in their diet.
Veggie U’s national non-profit organization supplies Classroom Gardens and a standards
based, five-week science program to elementary and special needs students.

Some of most popular services:
● Learn how to become Appalachian Grown certified
● Get in the Local Food Guide appalachiangrown.org
● Check out our matching funds program at Appalachian Grown Cost Share
● Discover which grants and loans are available from other organizations
● Attend ASAP’s annual Business of Farming Conference
● Sign up for ASAP’s list serve

Curricula:
School Garden Lessons from Whole Kids Foundation and American Heart
Association
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Collective School Garden Network- http://www.csgn.org/curriculum. Pre-K - 5th
grade. The guide contains 35 lesson plans with activities to engage your students in a
fun and educational exploration of fruits, vegetables, and healthy eating. The lessons
are cross-curricular and support curriculum for Pre-K-5th grade. A variety of activities
are included so you can choose the learning objectives that are appropriate for your
students.

Growing Minds Farm to School- Great lesson plans make any new classroom

project a cinch! Over the years, Growing Minds has developed Farm to School activities
that incorporate state and national curriculum. Teachers are currently using these
plans throughout Southern Appalachia and beyond. Find lesson plans in the list below
or take a look at our Get Local @ School section to find lesson plans, recipes, books,
and other resources for each month of the school year.
All Growing Minds lesson plans have connections to the Common Core, Essential
Standards, and age-appropriate literature.
http://growing-minds.org/lesson-plans-landing-page/
http://growing-minds.org/get-local-at-school/
PROS: Lesson Plans by season, focused on common core

Martha’s Vineyard Island Grown Schools – Farm to School
Program
Preschool: Exploration, Observation, Wonder In Preschool
Children use their senses to explore healthy eating, growing food, and farming, which
develops a foundation for life-long healthy food choices and a sense of comfort and
confidence in the garden.
In the fall, children harvest from the garden, taste new foods, cook together, and visit
local farms. During the winter, they learn about the traditional process of turning wool
into felt, yarn, and woven fabric. When the weather warms, children discover the
magic of seeds and explore their growing garden.

Connections to IGS Learning Goals
Know that everyone can grow food.
Feel confident in making healthy eating choices.

Essential Questions:
What are our favorite fruits and vegetables?
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Which foods help our bodies be strong?
How do seeds grow?
What do seeds grow into?
Where does food come from?
What is in our garden?
What do we get from farms?
Which bugs live in our garden?
How do we grow a garden?
PROS: They have lessons by grade level, season, and standards (math, science,
foreign language, etc.)
CONS: They are not “Ohio Standards”

Junior Master Gardener

The Junior Master Gardener program engages children in novel, “hands-on” group and
individual learning experiences that promote a love of gardening, develop an
appreciation for the environment, and cultivate the mind. JMG encourages youths
to be of service to others through service learning and leadership development
projects and rewards them with certification.
http://jmgkids.us/curriculum/ *Fee associated with curriculum

Cleveland Public Schools Horticulture Program
Over 100 years ago, Cleveland Public Schools Horticulture Program educators began
to develop and refine an innovative K-12 horticulture education program in the
Cleveland, Ohio public schools. Alumni of this program testify to the profound positive
impact it had upon their lives.
The Cleveland Public Schools Horticulture Program Collection, which, thanks to
generous donations now includes: images, audio and digital media, curriculum
materials, program administration materials, programs, brochures, awards, blueprints
and more, stands as a testament to the earnest work of the young student gardeners
and the devoted educators who guided them.

About the Program
A timeline/history of the Cleveland Public Schools Horticultural Program from 1969
provides a capsule summary of its first 65 years, while a 1948 report, (courtesy of the
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Cleveland Public Library)  "Gardens in the Cleveland Public Schools" written by then
Supervisor of School Gardens, Paul R. Young, offers a snapshot of the program as it
existed in the post-WWII years.
The CPSHP had four directors from 1904-1980: Louise Klein Miller, Paul R. Young,
Herbert G. Meyer, and Dr. Peter Wotowiec. These educators provided an inclusive
learning environment in which every single child, regardless of "classroom
achievement" had the opportunity and support to succeed. Every step along the way
would be monitored and recognized.
Coupled with the very tangible and "grown-up" reward of successful gardening, FOOD
as well as flowers, the program had numerous incentive programs and generous
rewards for every student who participated. Read a poem by an alumnus that
illustrates the successful outcome of this education program.
The education outcome for these students extended far beyond the garden and long
after the end of the season. In 1978, Dr. Peter J. Wotowiec, then-supervisor of the
Horticulture department in the Cleveland Public schools, wrote that not only
academic subjects including math, reading, and science, were covered in the
children's gardening program. In his own words: "Gardening should be a part of the
total education of every child." What happened to the program? In 1978 the leaders
of the Cleveland Public Schools were faced with the combination of a budget shortfall
and a court decision that required an immediate and expensive expansion of student
bus transportation. They eliminated the school garden program to cut costs.

HOW WOULD YOU USE GRANTS TO HELP YOUR COMMUNITY?
This grant would greatly benefit our school community because it would allow us to
purchase several vertical, aeroponic growing systems called Tower Gardens, and place
in 3 of our school buildings, encompassing approximately 1300 students in grades K-8.
These unique systems allow for year-round growing, indoors with grow lights, or
outdoors, giving students the ability to grow during each month of the school
calendar. The gardens will teach them the importance of where food comes from,
how to grow their own food, expand the district's STEM efforts, teach sustainable
growing practices, as well as the value of proper nutrition for better healthknowledge they will carry with them their entire lives. Students will also be
encouraged to share what they have learned with their families, and develop and
maintain gardens at home. We would also like to utilize some of the produce to
support our schools Backpack Initiative to Fight Hunger program.

Grant Writing Tips
Our grant programs are highly competitive and the number of grants we can fund is
always much lower than the number of applications worthy of funding. To help your
program shine, in this article we share a few tips to help you prepare your grant
application. We search for applicant programs that are:
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❏ Led by enthusiastic, professional team members who have carefully crafted
their plans to meet specific needs and who will appreciate the funds and use
the grant money wisely and responsibly.
❏ Supported by their community and demonstrating the organizational
structure to be sustainable beyond the grant funding, making an award an
investment in the future.

As you are writing, remember to:
❏ Plan thoughtfully. Take time to gather support and develop solid goals and a
plan of action. Consider questions such as, Who is your garden for and what are
their needs? What do you want to accomplish with your garden program? How
are you going to accomplish your goals and what supplies will you need to
obtain? How will you ensure the program is sustainable?
❏ Involve your community during the planning phase. T
 he connections you
make during this phase may be key to helping you find the funding that makes
the garden a reality. Ask your supporters for enthusiastic letters of
recommendation to add to your application. Don't underestimate the power of
a glowing letter of recommendation to help push your application to the top of
the stack, or the converse impact of a mediocre letter.
❏ Match goals. Carefully research each grant opportunity we offer before
investing time in completing an application. We always post eligibility
guidelines on the grant landing pages. Also check out postings about previous
Grant Winners. Only apply for grants whose funding objectives match your
program goals and whose awards meet your needs.
❏ Follow directions. It may be helpful to create a generic document that
includes basic information frequently requested on grant applications (goals,
objectives, needs statement, project description, evaluation plans, and budget),
however, you must then tailor the information to fit the specific requirements
of each application. Generic responses to specific questions will not gain
favorable attention for your program. Be sure you comply with deadlines and all
attachment requests.
❏ Write carefully. A
 s you fill out an application, remember your C's: make sure
your thinking is clear, concise, creative, competent, consistent, compelling,
follows the criteria, and demonstrates collaboration. A good application
effectively communicates the many qualities and benefits of your program in
concise, descriptive language. Your proposal should convey enthusiasm, and
stress the excellent organization and leadership fueling your garden program.
Emphasize reasons why your project is unique and worthy of funding. Create a
vivid image by describing what teachers and students will actually be doing,
and detailing the outcomes for students, teachers, and/or the community.
❏ Have someone proofread your finished application. I deally, ask someone who
hasn't been involved with the planning process and invite him or her to be
tough. Someone unfamiliar with your program can offer a fresh perspective and
may identify areas that need clarification or elaboration.
❏ Keep trying. Don't let unsuccessful grant results deter your implementation of
the garden program. As stated above, the number of highly qualified
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applications is always greater than the number of grants available. Do not
translate funding rejection into a statement about the viability and value of
your program. Continue to seek and apply for other grant opportunities and
meanwhile, diversify your support by asking for donations within your
community.

Grants
Martha’s Vineyard’s Farm-to-school Program
Island Grown Schools empowers a new generation of children to make healthy eating
choices, learn to grow food, and connect to local farms.
Grants to Ohio Nonprofits and Agencies for Health Programs in Clark and
Champaign Counties
Description: Request a Grant Writer
Grants to Ohio nonprofit organizations, municipalities, agencies, and schools for
projects and services focused on the health and wellbeing of residents of Clark and
Champaign Counties. First-time applicants should contact program staff before
submitting. GrantWatch ID#: 176934 Deadline: 02/10/17 4:00 PM EST or Postmarked
Categories:
Capital Funding Children Community Service Coordination Conflict Resolution
Domestic Violence Health and Medical Mental Health Minorities Municipalities
Non-Profit Support Services Nutrition Other Quality of Life Sports & Recreation
Substance Abuse Youth/Out-of-School Youth
The National Farm to School Network is an information, advocacy and networking
hub for communities working to bring local food sourcing and food and agriculture
education into school systems and early care and education environments.
Farm to school enriches the connection communities have with fresh, healthy food
and local food producers by changing food purchasing and education practices at
schools and early care and education settings. Students gain access to healthy, local
foods as well as education opportunities such as school gardens, cooking lessons and
farm field trips. Farm to school empowers children and their families to make
informed food choices while strengthening the local economy and contributing to
vibrant communities.

USDA FARM TO SCHOOL NETWORK – ALL STATES
Kitchen Community Builds Learning Gardens in schools around the country, Learning
Gardens are engaging outdoor classrooms that connect kids to real food, increase
academic achievement, and drive community engagement.
https://thekitchencommunity.org/
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http://grants.kidsgardening.org/
https://www.seedsofchangegrant.com/GalleryDetail.aspx?id=1946

Agriculture Grants
SARE grants fund research and education projects exploring:
Since 1988, SARE has funded more than 5,000 projects with grants for farmers,
ranchers, extension agents and educators, researchers, nonprofits, students,
communities, and others.
SARE's mission  is to advance—to the whole of American agriculture—innovations that
improve profitability, stewardship, and quality of life by investing in groundbreaking
research and education. S
 ARE's vision is...
Which grant is right for me? Understand who can apply for what type of grant.
Research and Education Grant -This grant program funds projects that result in
farmers gaining knowledge and skills they can apply to make verifiable changes that
lead to greater sustainability. Projects may be submitted with or without an applied
research component, but all projects must have an outcome-based education
program for farmers. The maximum project length is four years.
Partnership Grant- For agricultural service providers--extension staff, consultants,
nonprofits, state departments of agriculture, and other advisors in the farm
community--who want to conduct on-farm demonstrations, research, or marketing
projects with farmers as cooperators. Deadlines are in the fall for awards the following
spring.
Farmer Grant- For commercial farmers who want to test a new idea using a field trial,
on-farm demonstration, marketing initiative, or other technique, applications are
submitted on line in late November or early December for awards the following
spring.
Professional Development Grant - For educators delivering outcome-based training
in sustainable techniques to Cooperative Extension staff and other service providers.
Pre Proposals submitted online in June; full proposals from approved applicants are
submitted in November for awards the following spring.
Graduate Student Grant - For students enrolled in a graduate program at an
accredited college, university, or veterinary school who want to research key topics in
sustainable agriculture. Proposals are submitted in early May for awards in August.
Agroecosystems Research Grants -For long-term research that explores the
ecological interactions that are the basis of sustainable agriculture. We are currently
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supporting two long-term projects and won't be offering this award in the coming
grant round.
Extended Learning Garden Grant -At Whole Kids Foundation, we know that the more
kids know and feel connected to their food, the more curious they become about how
things grow or taste, and the more willing they are to try new foods. Therefore, we
believe in edible garden learning spaces! Extended Learning Garden Program
supports edible educational gardens, not located at a school. See below to learn more.
US Extended Learning Garden Grant -The Extended Learning Garden Grant program
provides a $2,000 monetary grant to a non-profit children’s programming
organization, working with children ages K–12, to support an edible educational
garden.
Please note: this grant program is not for a garden located at a school. Interested in
receiving support for a garden located at a school? Check out our School Garden
Grant program! Missed the deadline? Please sign up for our newsletter or follow us on
Facebook or Twitter to learn when this opportunity will be available next Fall! For all of
our helpful garden resources, including FAQs, the Garden Resource Center, and
success stories, visit our Extended Learning Gardens landing page, email
grants@wholekidsfoundation.org with any questions
Programs and Services Demos/Grant Projects-http://edibleschoolyard.org/
USDA Rural Child Poverty Nutrition Center Cooperative Agreement
The RFA intends to select one institution/organization to establish the USDA Rural
Child Poverty Nutrition Center. The role of this Center will be to develop and
administer a series of sub-grants pertinent to the purposes of this grant, coordinate
relevant grant-related activities among sub-grantees and researchers, conduct an
evaluation of sub-grantees’ programs, and widely disseminate information on
communities’ implementation strategies and evaluation findings. The goal of the
Center will be to reduce child food insecurity by improving Child Nutrition Assistance
program coordination with other nutrition assistance programs or services in
persistently poor rural counties.
Demonstration Projects to End Childhood Hunger
The purpose of the demonstration projects is to test innovative strategies to end
childhood hunger, including alternative models for service delivery and benefit levels
that promote the reduction or elimination of childhood hunger and food insecurity.
Projects may include enhanced SNAP benefits for eligible households with children;
enhanced benefits or innovative program delivery models in school meals, afterschool
snacks programs, and the Child and Adult Care Food Program; and other targeted
Federal, State or local assistance, including refundable tax credits, emergency housing,
employment and training, or family preservation services, for households with children
who are experiencing food insecurity.
Childhood Hunger Grants
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In May 2011, the University of Kentucky Center for Poverty Research, with funding from
the Food and Nutrition Service in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, competitively
awarded a first round of grants in the amount of $2.45 million to qualified individuals
and institutions to provide rigorous research that expands our understanding of
hunger among children in the United States and the attendant policy implications.
Healthy Incentives Pilots
Authorized by the Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008, the Healthy Incentives
Pilot (HIP) will test and rigorously evaluate the impact of financial incentives at the
point-of-sale for the purchase of fruits and vegetables on the diet quality of
participants in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).
http://www.fns.usda.gov/ops/demosgrant-projects
Gardening is a great opportunity for people of all ages to get outside and exercise
while developing life skills and socialize. We hope that you find the toolkit an
enlightening and a worthwhile tool to have and to use.
Be a Part of the Change!
Edible education is making an impact in communities all over the world. Learn about
the innovative work being done and support the incredible people doing it. If you
have a program, join the network and share your story!
Don't miss the tips on how to get the most out of the Edible Schoolyard Network.

APPENDIX
Appendix A: Supply Checklist
Garden Supplies

Quantity

Price

Total

Seeds
Seeding trays
Bags of gardening soil
Compost
Organic fertilizer
Lime
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Weed barriers
Children’s gardening gloves
Adult gardening gloves
Adult gardening tools (rakes, shovels, hoe)
Children’s tools
Water hoses
Sprinklers
Wheelbarrow
Wagon
Tomato cages

Appendix B: Crop Rotation
A:
B:
C:
D:

Peas and beans
Broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, lettuce and spinach
Beets, carrots, leeks, onions and turnips
Cucumbers, eggplant, tomatoes, peppers

For more information, visit here.
Customer Service Line 1-317-600-2807--- See more at:
http://www.ufseeds.com/Ohio-Vegetable-Planting-Calendar.html

Appendix C: Composting
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Co
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Appendix D: Permaculture
Permaculture is a design system which sprang up during the 1970s oil crisis, a reaction
to food insecurity and the desire for self-reliance. Combining attitude and practical
application, it encompasses anything from recycling, reusing and regenerating, to
simply observing.
When applied to gardening it suggests that not only can we grow food almost
anywhere - from fruit shrubs in patio pots to vines on fences - but we can get higher
yields with less effort simply by mimicking nature. Visit here f or more information.

Appendix E: Federal Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program
The Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program (FFVP) provides all children in participating
schools with a variety of free fresh fruits and vegetables throughout the school day. It
is an effective and creative way of introducing fresh fruits and vegetables as healthy
snack options. The FFVP also encourages schools to develop partnerships at the State
and local level for support in implementing and operating the program. Click here for
more information.

Appendix F: Rules and Guidelines for Serving Food Grown in
Garden
When the Kitchen Manager receives the garden vegetables, he/she needs to wash
them and refrigerate the vegetables to below 41°F prior to serving:
1. Kitchen Manager or food service worker fills a sanitized vegetable prep sink with tap
water and scrubs the produce in the sink with a brush to remove all visible dirt.
2. The vegetables are removed from the sink, rinsed again and drained in a colander.
3. The vegetables are placed in a separate clean and sanitized storage container
(kitchen staff can use any of their existing food grade storage containers) that is
labeled “School Garden Vegetables” and the date of harvest.
4. The vegetables are stored in the cooler/refrigerator for one day to reduce their
temperature to below 41°F if required.
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5. The vegetables can be used in the salad bar or at lunch service if the temperature of
the produce is below 41°F. This temperature will be recorded on the menu production
forms under the recipe that the produce was used in.
6. Produce grown by a school garden will be used only in that school kitchen and not
be transported to other school’s kitchens
Visit here for more information.

Appendix G: Food Safety Protocol
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Appendix H: Farm To School
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Appendix J: How to Wash Produce
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